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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2384824A1] A sorting apparatus has a cylindrical rotary drum (2) for sorting targets supplied to the inside thereof, wherein the cylinder
axis of the cylindrical form intersects the vertical direction; and a driving system (3) for rotating the rotary drum around the cylinder axis. The rotary
drum includes sorting plates (10), each of which extends along the cylinder axis, wherein the sorting plates are arranged so as to form a circle
around the cylinder axis; and a forcing and supporting mechanism (20) for rotatably supporting a base end portion (11a) of each sorting plate, and
forcing a head portion (11b) of the sorting plate outward in the radial direction of the rotary drum, where said end portion and said head portion are
defined in the rotation direction of the rotary drum. The head portion of each sorting plate overlaps the base end portion of another sorting plate
adjacent to said sorting plate in the rotation direction via a gap. In the sorting, among the targets, each having a thickness less than or equal to a
predetermined value passes through the gap while each which is caught in the gap and moves upward is released from the forcing by the forcing
and supporting mechanism by the weight of the head portion of the sorting plate which forms said gap, and falls down. The sorting apparatus also
has a plate receiving wheel (40) which is provided inside the rotary drum, has a rotation axis which extends along the cylinder axis, and has three or
more reception plates which extend from the rotation axis and are arranged circularly around the rotation axis and separately from each other. The
plate receiving wheel rotates around the rotation axis in the same direction as the rotation direction of the rotary drum in a manner such that a space
is provided between the plate receiving wheel and the sorting plates.
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